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The invention herein disclosed relates to what 
are known as mechanical bindingS. 

Special objects of the invention are to provide 
a. Simple, inexpensive, one-piece, ring form of 
binding, light in weight, occupying Small Space 
and particularly suited to the making up of books 
and binders in sectional form. 

Other inportant objects of the invention are 
to provide a mechanical binding in which the 
rings can be readily closed through the leaves of 
a filler and which While securely holding the 
leaves, as in a permanent binder, may, if so re 
quired, be readily released and opened to permit 
removal or insertion of loose leaves. 

Further objects of the invention are to pro 
vide a binding which while light in weight will 
be sufficiently rigid and strong for use in sec 
tional books and which Will have incorporated 
with it practical and efficient structure for en 
abling the renovabie mounting of the binder. Sec 
tions in the back portion of the book. 
Other desirable objects and the novel features 

by Which the purposes of the invention are at 
tained will appear or are particularly set forth 
in the following specification. 
The drawings accompanying and forming part 

of the specification illustrate certain present 
practical embodiments of the invention but 
structure may be modified and changed as re 
gards the immediate disclosure, all within the 
true intent, and broad scope of the invention as 
hereinafter defined and claimed. 

Fig. in the drawings is a broken plan view 
illustrating a method of striking out duplicate 
binder blanks from a continuous strip or sheet : 
of naterial; 

Figs. 2 and 3 are broken plan views illustrat 
ing different forms of locking means for the ends 
of the ring-forming Strips; 

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view of a completed 
binding: 

Fig. 5 is a broken Sectional view as on Substan 
tially the plane of line 5-5 of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is an end view showing a filler engaged 
on the rings of a binder element; 

Fig. 7 is a cross sectional view illustrating a 
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method of closing the rings by forcing the as- . 
sembled unit down into a ring closing fixture; 

(Fig. 8 is a broken longitudinal Sectional view of 
the binder and fixture as on substantially the 
plane of line 8-8 of Fig. 7. 
AS ShowAn in Fig. 1, the bindings are made up 

from bialkS Struck Out of sheet material With 
ring-forming Strips or fingers 5 extending in 

2 
tinuous back or rib-forning portion 6. This 
view shows also how these blanks, in opposed al 
ternated irelation, can be struck without waste, 
f'OY, a Single, continuous strip or sheet of ima 
terial of a width substantially equal to the length 
Of the ring-forming finger's plus the width of the 
tWo back-forming strips 6. 
The edges of the blanks opposite those from 

Which the ring-forming strips project are shown 
as plain and Straight, and slots are shown 
punched in the banks adjacent and substantially 
parallel with these edges, substantially equal in 
iength to the width of such strips and slightly 
offset or out of line with the strips, substantially 
as indicated at 8. 
This offset causes the end of the strip when 

entered in slot to bind and more or less se 
cure the strip in the ring-forming position. 

FigS. 2 and 3 show how an interlock may be 
provided to positively secure the strip in ring 
forming position by notching the edge of the strip 
at One side at 9 to form a hook which, With the 
offset described, will positively interlock over 
the end of the slot in which the hooked end of 
the strip is entered. 

in Fig. 2 the end of the ring-forming strip is 
Split at 2 to separate it into relatively yieldable 
Spring Sections which will snap into position in 
the slot and conversely, can be pinched together 
to unhook the end of the strip from its locked 
position in the slot. This unlatching operation 
will be clear from Fig. 5. 
The Slotted edge portion of the blank is rolled 

back On itself to form a tubular rib or backbone 
Structure 2 and to bring the slots it into po 
Sition for entry of the ends of the ring strips. 

This tubular rib may be circular in cross sec 
tion, as shown in Fig. 4, or it may be of oval or 
other cross sectional shape, depending to some 
extent on the particular use to which the bird 
ing is to be put. For sectional binders such as 
herein disclosed, a circular rib of Sinal diameter 
is usually preferred. For catalogues and single 
Section binders, a wide, flat, tubular form of rib 
may be preferred, providing as they do a wide, 
eXposed expanse which may be printed on or 
have printing matter applied thereto for desig 
nating catalogue contents or the Iike. 
While various sheet materials may be en 

ployed, thin plastic or sheet metal may be pre 
ferred. 
The examples illustrated may be considered as 

made of thin sheet steel. 
Fig. 6 shows how in forming the binder the 

Spaced parallel relation from one edge of a con- 55 ring constituting elements 5 may be given a 
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shape 22 at their opposite end portions approx 
imating the curvature of the completed ring, and 
the intermediate portions a flatter curvature 23, 
to cause them to stand in the open relation illus 
trated, ready to receive the filler 24 and So that 
when closed they will be spring tensioned in the 
opening direction. 

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate a form of closing mech 
anism comprising a trough shaped guide having 
downwardly convergent inclined sides 25, With 
a centering bar 26 at the bottom channelled in 
the top at 27 to admit and seat the rib 2 and 
notched downwardly in opposite sides at 28 to 
admit the rings. The lower ends of these notches 
are inclined or curved inwardly at 29 to match 
or approximate the downwardly inclined and in 
Wardly curved sides 25 of the trough, aind the 
bottom of the channel 2 may be curved, as 
shown, to closely approximate the curvature of 
the rib 2. 
This structure provides, in effect, a ring cloS 

ing die which can be used, after the filler has 
been engaged on the rings, by Simply grasping 
the filler and forcing the binder down into the 
trough, the rings slipping into the notches and 
the rib centering and holding in the cester 
channel while the free ends of the rings Slide 
downwardly into and through the slots in the 
side of the tubular rib. The upper ends of the 
ring spacing projections 35 left by notching the 
sides of the centering channel, may be bevelled 
or tapered as indicated at 3i, Fig. 8, to guide the 
rings down into the notches and these notches 
may be widened at the outer edges to guide and 
accurately align the free ends of the rings With : 
the slots in the rib. Also, these ring guiding Walls 
of the notches are designed to take care of the 
offset (8) as between the slots and the free ends 
of the rings so that these ends Will properly 
enter and engage within the slotS. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A mechanical binding comprising a body 

strip of sheet material rolled along one edge 
into tubular rib formation and having spaced 
integral ring forming fingers projecting from the 
opposite edge of the same, Said tubular rib por 
tion having slots therein interlockingly receiv 
ing the free ends of Said ring forning tigers, 
said slots being Substantially equal in length to 
the width of said ring forraing fingers and offset 
longitudinally of the rib portion in respect to 
Said ring forming fingers to cause binding en 
gagement of the free ends of Said fingers is said 
SlotS. 

2. A mechanical binding comprising a body 
strip of sheet material rolled along one edge into 
tubular rib formation and having spaced integral 
ring forming fingerS projecting from the oppo 
site edge of the same, Said tubular rib portion 
having slots therein interlockingly receiving the 
free ends of Said ring forming fingers, said slots 
being Substantially equal in length to the Width 
of Said ring forming fingers and offset longitu 
dinally of the rib portion in respect to said ring 
forming fingers to cause binding engagement of 
the free ends of Said fingers in said slots and said 
free ends of the ring forming fingers being split 
longitudinally into relatively yieldable spring sec 
tions which can be pinched toward each other, 
and One of Said yielding Sections having a hook 
in interlocking engagement with the interior sur 
face of the tubular rib. 

3. A mechanical binding comprising a strip of 
sheet material having one edge rolled on itself 
and the rolled portion formed with longitudinally 
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4. 
Spaced slots parallel with said edge and having 
Spaced ring forming StripS projecting from the 
opposite edge with the free ends of the same 
slightly offset longitudinally of the Strip and en 
gaged in said slotS and Said slots being substan 
tially equal in length to the width of said ring 
forming Strips. 

4. A mechanical binding comprising a strip of 
Sheet material having one edge portion rolled 
into the form of a tubular rib and provided with 
longitudinally Spaced slots and having narrow 
ring forming Strips projecting in spaced relation 
from the opposite edge, the free end portions 
and the portions of Said narrow strips adjoining 
the rib being permanently curved to the ap 
proximate curvature of the finally formed rings, 
and the intermediate portions of said ring form 
ing Strips between Said preformed end portions 
being permanently curved on a flatter arc, ten 
Sioning Said ring forming strips in an opening 
direction. 

5. A mechanical binding comprising a strip of 
Sheet material having opposite longitudinal edges 
rolled together into generally cylindrical, tubular 
formation and having One edge continuous and 
unbroken to provide longitudinal stability and 
the other edge equipped with relatively spaced, 
Substantially parallel ring forming projections, 
Said tubularly for Ened strip having slots therein 
adjoining and Substantially parallel with said 
continuous edge and sized and disposed to re 
ceive the free ends of the ring forming projec 
tions and the latter having hooked end portions 
entered in Said tubular formation and biased to 
yieldingly interlock over the edge portions of said 
Slots. 

6. A mechanical binding comprising a strip of 
sheet material having opposite longitudinal edges 
rolled together into generally cylindrical, tubular 
formation and having one edge continuous and 
unbroken to provide longitudinal stability and the 
other edge equipped with relatively spaced, sub 
stantially parallel ring forming projections, said 
tubularly formed strip having slots therein ad 
joining and Substantially parallel with said con 
tinuous edge and sized and disposed to receive the 
free ends of the ring forming projections and the 
latter having hooked end portions entered in said 
tubular formation and biased to yieldingly inter 
lock over the edge portions of said slots and said 
hooked end portions of the ring forming pro 
jections being split longitudinally inwardly of 
the hook structure for enabling said end portions 
to be pinched together to release the hooked pOr 
tions from the edges of the slots in the tubular 
back of the binding. 
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